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WEED SEED REDUCTION STARTS AT SEEDING
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Chris Davey, Agriservices Agronomist, KADINA
There has been a lot of focus on Harvest Weed Seed Management (HWSM), obviously done at
harvest time during the processing of the crop through the header. Examples of this include Seed
Terminators, Harrington Seed Destructors, Chaff Lining & Chaff Decking and older examples like
Narrow Windrow Burning & the use of Chaff Carts.
However, all of these deal with the “finished product”, that is, the weed escapes and late
germinations.
There is a way that we can significantly reduce weed seed numbers even before it gets to this stage.
It involves the “1 %’ers” as I call them, that combine to make Crop Competition at seeding time.
The YP AG Crop Competition trial at Paskeville last season demonstrated a few of these 1 %’ers and
how, when added together, they make a huge difference to Ryegrass numbers at harvest.
Before we get to this, I pose a question to growers and agronomists alike.
How many of you get your problematic Ryegrass (or Radish or Brome Grass for that matter)
populations tested for resistance?
And how many of these tests are actually for the pre-emergent herbicides, rather than the Select,
Factor and Intervix’s of the world?
Our concentration has changed in recent years from the post-em herbicides, that we know are
becoming highly resistant, to the pre-em’s as we start to query why they aren’t doing as good a job as
they should. Sometimes it is a simple as seasonal conditions like follow-up rainfall.
What has changed, is that our populations of Ryegrass are becoming resistant to our pre-em’s now,
like the Group J herbicides, triallate (Avadex Xtra) and prosulfocarb (Boxer Gold/Arcade).
The Ryegrass at the trial site at Pasky was tested for resistance, and came back at 50% resistance to
Avadex Xtra, and 35% resistant to Boxer Gold.
These are big numbers, particularly for Barley growers, where we only have those two options left
for pre-em’s in that crop.
What is scarier, is that the next generation
of this Ryegrass was tested late in 2018,
and it had become 100% resistant to
Avadex Xtra!
Let that sink in for a minute.
Trifluralin—useless
Avadex Xtra—gone
Boxer Gold—going…..
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OK, so I have painted a really bad picture.
But in doing so, we picked the perfect site for the Crop Competition trial!
The trial concentrated on 4 of the 1 %’ers available to growers.
1)

The choice of Crop Type (growing Barley vs Wheat on Lentil ground)

2)

The choice of Variety (competitive vs uncompetitive)

3)

Sowing Orientation (E/W vs N/S)

4)

Stacking Pre-em herbicides together

Other options available to growers would include increasing sowing rates,
decreasing row spacing and delaying sowing to get a better knockdown.
Aside from growing a new variety of Barley on Lentil ground to keep it clean of Volunteer Wheat, has anyone tried growing Barley
on their break crop ground for weed competition? Now that the Barley price is back up, it is definitely worth a thought.
The difference in potential Ryegrass seed set by simply growing Barley instead of Wheat was a 30% decrease. At harvest time, this
was coupled with a 1.2-1.8 T/Ha higher yielding crop than the Wheat. Food for thought right there!
By choosing Compass over Spartacus, and Scepter over Emu Rock, we managed to decrease the Ryegrass seed set by 33%.
Another simple management strategy, by choosing a more competitive variety that will compete with the Ryegrass.
Now, are you sitting down? And ready for the big one?
By doing nothing more than changing the direction of sowing from N/S to E/W, we reduced the potential Ryegrass seed set down
by at least 68%.
That is right, we had 2/3 less Ryegrass set seed by changing sowing direction, at no extra cost!
I appreciate that some paddocks may not lend themselves to sowing E/W as they run N/S, and others in a dune/swale (sandhill)
region require sowing N/S to get over the hills, but there shouldn't be any reason why we can’t implement this simple strategy across
the rest of our farms.
The response was not as great in Barley, but it was quite dramatic in the
Wheat, as Wheat is such a poor competitor naturally and needs
everything in its favour to compete with the Ryegrass.
The Wheat yields responded accordingly, with an average (across all
treatments) of 500 kg/Ha extra grain when sown E/W.
In my opinion, the final choice we should make is what pre-em herbicide
to use.
Knowing your resistance status is a good start.
However, if this is not known, we must try to implement as many of
these 1 %er’s at seeding time as possible, to outcompete the Ryegrass.
Stacking pre-em herbicides together in a high population of resistant
Ryegrass increase control of the Ryegrass significantly, especially when
combined with some of the 1 %’ers mentioned above.
The use Boxer Gold + Avadex Xtra in the Barley, or Sakura + Avadex in
the Wheat gave us an extra 24% less Ryegrass on top of the other
practices.
New pre-em experimental lines were giving us further control (and
yields!), but we mustn't think they are the silver bullet when they are
released, and rely on them to do the job for us.
Consider what you can do to further reduce your resistant weeds
from setting seed before you sow the paddock in 2019!

Barley sown E/W. Notice the shading effect of this
sowing orientation and consequent, spindly Ryegrass.
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BEFORE I START SPRAYING OR SOWING A
KNOWN PROBLEM WEED PADDOCK, ASK
MYSELF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1.

Can I sow it East-West ?

2.

Should I increase the sowing
rate for increased crop
competition?

3.

Is it feasible to swap from Wheat
to Barley on the legume ground?

4.

Have I chosen the most
competitive variety available to
me?

5.

Should I delay sowing this
paddock, and go to another
cleaner paddock first?

6.

Should I stack my Pre-emergent
Herbicides together for better
control?

From a spraying perspective:
a)

Should I increase my water
rate/volume up for better
coverage?

b)

Am I using the correct nozzles
for the weather conditions &
target weeds?

c)

Is it feasible to slow down for
better coverage?

d)

Am I spraying in the same
direction as the stubble?
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